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Many thanks to everyone who supported us last year!
LAHHA had a great year, and really gained some
momentum as well as new members! We added a new
horse camping trip, making our way to Point Reyes for the
first time, and had a blast riding on the beach there. We
also showed support for pathways and horse related issues
at LAH Town meetings.
We head into 2018 feeling encouraged about our
membership’s involvement and participation in both
LAHHA activities and pathways support. We would like to
thank the Town Maintenance crew for dragging our arena
and for all of the work they do throughout the year. As
always, we rely heavily on our member’s support, and
thank you very much for keeping LAHHA alive and growing!

LAHHA WEBSITE
Our website has been updated! This has been a work in
progress for some time, and now finally you can easily see
our current calendar information, contact LAHHA, and
learn about us at www.lahha.org .

LAHHA PLAYDAY

A young competitor reaches for a cone during Playday
Playday 2017 was a lot of fun, with both adult and youth
riders playing mounted games, such as ‘egg and spoon’,
apple bobbing, relays, and the ‘gauntlet’. In 2018 we will
be switching dates for Playday and the Schooling Show, so
will have the show in May and Playday in August.

A competitor navigates ‘the gauntlet’ during Playday

DESTINATION: POINT REYES
In late September a group of Los Altos Hills Horsemen
hooked up their trailers and headed north, across the
Golden Gate Bridge to Point Reyes. First stop was the Point
Reyes State Park, where we unloaded the horses, ate lunch
and then went on beautiful ride through the park. After a
two hour ride, we reloaded the horses and drove to the
Point Reyes Inn and Stable where the horses had great
accommodations and the riders had pleasant quarters,
located over the stalls. Due to the size of the group, we
occupied the whole loft!
On the first evening, we went into in the quaint Town of
Point Reyes for dinner and then back to the Inn for a good
night’s sleep. The next morning after breakfast (both rider
and horse), we once again loaded the horses into trailers
and drove to another park whose trails led to the beach
where we were allowed to ride. It was spectacular.
We had a late lunch at the trailer parking area before
returning to the inn. That evening we again went into the
picturesque Town of Point Reyes for another delicious
dinner. On Sunday, some left in the morning to return
home while others stayed to ride along the beach once
again. The only mishap along the way was a flat tire along
280 in the area of the reservoir. Thankfully it was changed
with the speed of lightning, and we once again were on our
way home.
It was memorable weekend.

LOOSE HORSE! WHAT TO DO?
One of the wonderful things about living in Los Altos Hills is
seeing horses peacefully grazing in their pasture or
paddock; but when you see one loose along the road—
yikes! What can you do?
1. Call the police…even 911. They can dispatch a
policeman ASAP to assist. Identify location, color of
horse and any behavior going on.
2. Catch the horse with a rope or halter if you can. Talk to
it calmly and try a handful of grass, a carrot or an apple
to get their attention. Then try to get help close by for
a place to put it temporarily with a local homeowner or
stable. Do not jeopardize your own safety if the horse
is too scared to respond. Staying close by to help police
locate the animal is very helpful if you have the time.
3. Contact LAHHA! We can usually track down the owner
pretty quickly by checking with our members and word
of mouth.
4. Contact animal services to dispatch someone with a
chip reader to identify the owner from a microchip. (If
you are a horse owner, this is a good reason to get
your horse microchipped!)

Returning from a ride along the beach at Point Reyes

HOEDOWN
LAHHA’s pony coloring contest was a hit at the Westwind
Barn Hoedown this year…the only problem was trying to
pick the winners from all of the beautiful entries! We had
fun meeting new equestrians and of course watching the
horse demonstration!

The LAHHA table at Hoedown, coloring contest in progress

Recently a loose horse wandered over to a local barn. The
owner of the property was able to get the horse safely in a
stall. They called another local horse person who contacted
Los Altos Town Hall where they got the phone number for
a LAHHA contact. The rescuer was able to take a picture of
the horse and text it to them. Identification was made!
Simultaneously, a policeman showed up to help and the
horse was safely relocated back to their home pasture. The
horse had actually jumped over the fence to go wandering
but thanks to many hands, all went well!

JACK BROOK’S HORSE CAMP

Potluck dinner at Jack Brook’s Horse Camp

LAHHA SCHOOLING SHOW

ALPINE INN TRAIL RIDE

LAHHA members riding through Arastradero Preserve

OUR HERITAGE: LAHHA

A competitor at the LAHHA Show
Local riders tested their show skills in our annual LAHHA
Schooling Show last August, judged by Delme Frye. There
were jumping classes in the morning and flat classes and
mounted games in the afternoon. The show is put on by
LAHHA volunteers, and we were exceedingly grateful to
have so many willing to pitch in.
This year we will be moving the show to May 6, so please
mark your calendars!

Trainer Torie Dye with a student at the LAHHA Show

In 1970, a group of Los Altos Hills horsemen decided there
was a need for an organization to lobby on the part of
horses and paths in the Hills; thus forming the
Los Altos Hills Horsemen’s Association. The Articles of
Incorporation stated that the Association “specific purpose
and primary purpose are to promote sponsor
and cultivate and foster the use, ownership and care of
horses for horsemen and horse owners in the Town of Los
Altos Hills and neighboring communities.” It purpose was
to support and aid activities concerning horses and
horsemanship, to support the acquisition, building and
maintenance of paths, to join together horse owners and
to insure the ability to keep horses in the Hills. In June of
1971, the Association along with Los Altos Junior Horse
produced its first brochure that included a trail map
prepared with information compiled by Artemus Ginzton
and others. The brochure also included the Path and Trail
Rules and Courtesies adopted by the Los Altos Hills Council
in 1961. In its earlier years, the Association helped
maintain many of the paths, both in
Town and at Hidden Villa and was responsible for
negotiating the path along the Moody Road along the
boundaries of Hidden Villa and received permission from
Frank Duveneck to set back the fence in order to create the
path. They also built two bridges using volunteer and
Association’s funds with the Town’s permission that are
still being used by horsemen and walkers alike—one
leading into Foothill College and other on Page Mill leading
into Matedero Creek Subdivision. It largest project was the
building of the Town Ring and its rebuilding with volunteer
labor and again Association’s funds before the Town of Los
Altos Hills used California Park District Funds to rebuild it a
third time. It has been a focal point for lessons, clinics, Play

Days, and Schooling shows over its lifetime. Today, the
Horsemen in joint agreement with the Town help maintain
the Arena, as it is now known today through its fund raising
efforts and clean up days. Today, the Horsemen’s
Association continues to sponsor horse activities such as
Clinics, Play Days, the summer Schooling Show, and Trail
Rides featuring both off road paths and newly open paths
with destinations to private homes for lunch or to the
Alpine Inn. They also sponsor their annual retreat weekend
at Jack Brooks Horse Camp. Many of its members have
served on the Town’s Pathway Committee as well as other
committees, the Planning Commission, and Council and
together have
contributed many many hours that has helped shaped the
development of the Town. Although its number are
smaller, the spirit of Association has endured.

PONY RIDES AT THE TOWN PICNIC

“Hmm.” She said, upon hearing this. “You could probably
ride ‘em over.” This turned out to be exactly what we did,
nine years ago.
Jan’s barn was luxury compared to the boarding stable: A
terraced paddock; a draft-free, two stall barn with fire
proof roof, hay room, electricity and a covered barn aisle,
and a built in manure bin.
“You can get twenty four bales of hay in there. You have to
make steps with the bales and then it’s easy to get the
bales up to the fourth level.” She told me this fairly early
on. I’m no slouch when it comes to schlepping bales, but I
am not in the same league as Jan. She acquired her skills
young.
A horse crazy kid, her parents finally gave in and got her
lessons when she was ten. She was dedicated from the
get-go and kept begging for a horse of her own. When she
was twelve, her dad said, “OK, but first we are going to
build a barn and you are going to help.”
At one point, looking around the barn, Jan said, “My dad
made sure that half of the nails, I nailed in.” He also made
sure that Jan understood that 100% of the care of the
horse was her responsibility, including loading and stacking
the 100lb bales all by herself. She said, “I’m not so good at
it anymore, but I got so I could really swing them around.”
She has told me about how she’d ride for hours at a time,
twenty or so miles, mostly bareback. How one time a
motorcycle came flying over a hill behind what is now Bullis
School and landed on her horses butt. Horse took off like a
rocket, but Jan stayed on. Also, she told me about sneaking
out at night to race with the other teens on horseback
along the then unpaved, but graded 280.
In the first year or two, my horses would get out every now
and again. It’s a problem we solved by climbing through
the gate most of the time rather than opening it, but Jan
took this in stride. She said, “used to be the sheriff kept a
halter and lead rope in their trunk. Horses got loose all the
time. They’d usually come and pick me up to help them
out.”
Recently, while chatting one evening as I finished up at the
barn, Jan said, wistfully, “I wish you could have seen it the
way it used to be. I’d say maybe one in three properties
had a horse on it.”
Jan’s barn remains. It was built to last.

LAHHA helping the next generation of LAH equestrians

THE GOOD OLD DAYS
“Where did you say your horses are at?” Jan and I were
sitting on the low wall that borders her driveway,
overlooking her orchard. We were, in fact, looking in the
direction where my horses were boarded at the time; just
south of Rancho San Antonio.

Jan regularly pitches in to help with colic or abscesses or, in
the most recent equine misfortune. One of the many
times I thanked her profusely for her help, she replied, “I
love horses! I’d do anything for them!” That makes two of
us.
PS – I’ve never managed to stack more than sixteen bales
in the hay room. How Jan got twenty four in, I’ll never
know.

